Knowing the Asia Pacific Commercial Vehicle Market together with
Leading International Players

The global commercial vehicle sensor market is estimated to reach $6.76 billion by 2020 at a

CAGR of 6.7% through the forecast period. Asia will remain 66% of global truck production. And

Sales volume of Asian commercial vehicles is estimated to register a CAGR of 6.4% in 2014-2018.
Raising concerns in air quality issue, information technologies applications, preferential policies
for manufacturing industry upgrading are indicating a new wave of revolution in commercial

vehicle industry. Facing great market demand from fast development of logistics and challenges
from emission standards, how to grasp new growth opportunities, how to apply Internet-based
digital technologies in business have become essential for survival in interconnected
competition.

In order to interpret these problems, on December 5-6, 2016, at the Asia Pacific Commercial

Vehicle Summit 2016, government officials from main Asian countries and speakers from notable
industry association and organizations, alongside internationally leading companies, will share

with attendees their invaluable experiences and opinions on Asian commercial vehicle industry.
This summit will focus on market trends, leading players, supply chain trends, technological

innovations, key developments, and future strategies. Participants will gain better understanding
of Asian market, thereby optimizing development strategies in Asian countries through such an
effective platform.

This event will be a fantastic opportunity for those already in the Asia Pacific commercial vehicle
industry or those who are looking to enter it. There will a comprehensive range of informative

talks on all aspects of the business and is a great opportunity to get up to date. Similarly, there
will be an abundance of time set aside for networking and so will be a great chance to meet
potential clients or business partners.

Duxes has a solid reputation for organizing events for the automotive industries and has been
doing so since for over 7 years. We have every confidence that the Asia Pacific Commercial
Vehicle Summit will be our best yet.
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